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THERMODYNE INTERNATIONAL LTD.
THERMODYNE provides reusable shipping and storage cases for all types of video, computer
and electronic equipment. Our SHOK-STOP cases are available in over 450 sizes and can be
manufactured with custom foam inserts fabricated by our in-house foam department to fit your
specific requirements.
Our RACK-PACK and QUADRA-FLEX models allow your rack-mountable gear to be operated,
stored and shipped without ever leaving the protective casing.
Our SLIMLINE models are the answer when you need a more compact, low-profile case which
can offer both optimal mobility and proven THERMODYNE quality. An optional retractable
handle and wheels make transporting your equipment a breeze.
We appreciate your interest in our products and welcome any questions you may have regarding
any of our product lines. With over 30 years of experience and the most complete case
manufacturing facility in the world, THERMODYNE looks forward to providing you with the
perfect case solution.

SHOK-STOP / RACK-PACK / QUADRAFLEX / SLIMLINE
THERMODYNE CASES ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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RACK -PACK
Take It On The Road
And See What It Will Do…

Favorites in the field. When field conditions are as hazardous as transport conditions, or when
equipment needs to be set up and running quickly, RACK-PACK Is the professional choice. Since
equipment is stacked and wired in place, you can save substantial set-up time on remote sites
when you use RACK- PACK cases.
Designed for instant access. RACK-PACK cases have all the advantages of a SHOK-STOP
case and more. The sturdy, shock-mounted frame protects fragile equipment from even the
hardest of transport conditions. Even under abnormal conditions, your RACK-PACK case will
deliver your equipment in factory-calibrated condition. Every RACK-PACK case features a tough
yet pliant High Molecular Weight Polyethylene shell with recessed ribbing which acts as a shock
absorber, handling shocks on impact. Any remaining vibration is instantly eliminated by the
elastometric shock mounts. These mounts isolate the inner rack frame, absorbing impact,
vibration and creating the stand-off required for proper ventilation of sensitive equipment. The
internal frame is constructed of welded aluminum alloy (6061-T6), which is both durable and light
weight.
Unique slides for easy access. If your equipment develops problems of its own, you can easily
reach inside if it’s mounted on our slides. Just slide the equipment out, make the repair or
replacement, slide it back in place and your ready to operate with a minimum down time
Ease of handling and ease of operation are equally important. Both front and back covers
remove quickly by releasing the quarter-turn spring loaded latches. Accessibility and security are
delivered through the use of these heavy-duty latching mechanisms. The covers are mated with
matched aluminum extrusions incorporating a water tight seal, making the RACK-PACK well
suited as a storage unit for instruments or equipment operated under adverse environmental
conditions. The High Molecular Weight Polyethylene used in the RACK-PACK, produces a tough
exterior that prohibits cracking, denting or scuffing, while giving an attractive textured finish.
Factory tested to the highest of standards. Since we completely assemble our RACK-PACK in
our own factory, we insist on strict quality controls throughout the manufacture of each case.
Before a case is ready to leave us, a representative quantity have been tested. Tests tougher
than anything it might receive in the field. Specific quality control requirements are determined to
customer needs and become an on-going, integral part of our manufacturing process.
The ultimate in custom convenience. Equipment typically rack-mounted for operation, storage,
or transportation comes in many standard sizes. So does the RACK-PACK. Each case is made
to fit your equipment without alterations. RACK-PACKS are available in standard 19” rack width,
20” depth. For extended depth equipment RACK-PACK frames are available up to 30”. All RACKPACK frames are precision drilled to EIA-RETMA hole pattern, and have a standard rack height
of 5.37” to 36.875”.

R ACK-P ACK
Specifications
PART NUMBER

102757
103923
102758
102722
102723
102724
102725
102726
102727
102728
102729
102730
103155
103161
103163
103165
103166

RACK UNITS

RACK HEIGHT

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
21

5.37
7.125
8.87
10.625
12.372
14.125
15.875
17.625
19.375
21.125
22.875
24.625
26.375
28.125
31.625
35.125
36.875

STANDARD:
Shock-mounted inner rack
frame with RETMA hole pattern
in front and rear rails
Recessed latches
Recessed handles
Water tight gasket construction
Corrosion and fungus resistant
Inner locking ribs for stacking

OPTIONS:
Extra T-Bar supports
Custom frame depth (up to 30”)
Anodized valances
Lift rings
Pull out shelf
Pull out drawer
Heavy-Duty removable casters (4)
Plus More… Call for details
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VISIT WWW.THERMODYNEWWW.THERMODYNE- ONLINE.COM FOR INFORMATION ON THERMODYNE’S
SHOKSHOK- STOP, RACK
RACK - PACK , QUADRAQUADRA- FLEX AND SLIMLINE CASES
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